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Abstract The close-by orbits of the ongoing Juno mission allow measuring with unprecedented
accuracy Jupiter’s low-degree even gravity moments J2, J4, J6, and J8. These can be used to better determine
Jupiter’s internal density profile and constrain its core mass. Yet the largest unknown on these gravity
moments comes from the effect of differential rotation, which gives a degree of freedom unaccounted for
by internal structure models. Here considering a wide range of possible internal flow structures and
dynamical considerations, we provide upper bounds to the effect of dynamics (differential rotation) on the
low-degree gravity moments. In light of the recent Juno gravity measurements and their small uncertainties,
this allows differentiating between the various models suggested for Jupiter’s internal structure.

1. Introduction

The Juno spacecraft has been in orbit around Jupiter since July 2016 and has enabled measuring the gravity
spectrum of Jupiter to an unprecedented accuracy. These measurements have two main objectives: First, to
better constrain the internal density structure of Jupiter, which will be mostly obtained by improving the
accuracy for the already known low-degree even gravity moments (J2, J4, J6, and J8). Second, atmospheric and
interior dynamics (often referred to as differential rotation) can be better constrained by measurements of
high-degree gravity moments, where the dynamical component of the gravity spectrum (ΔJn)dominates that
of the solid-body (static) gravity spectrum [Hubbard, 1999; Kaspi et al., 2010], and the odd gravity moments
that are only caused by dynamical effects [Kaspi, 2013]. However, the two objectives are entangled together
as the dynamics also affect the low-degree even moments, and this small dynamical contribution to the even
low-degree moments cannot be separated from the static contribution.

Jupiter internal structure models use observational constrains such as radius, mass, and known low-degree
even gravity moments to determine the density distribution within the planet. There has been much progress
in recent years in the understanding of hydrogen-helium mixtures at high pressures [e.g., Saumon and Guillot,
2004; Militzer, 2006; Fortney and Nettelmann, 2010; Militzer and Hubbard, 2013; Becker et al., 2014; Militzer et al.,
2016], which these models rely on for the internal structure calculations. Yet these models include only rigid
rotation, the effect of which is entirely accounted for in the effective gravity potential. To leading order, the
dynamical contribution to the low-degree even moments is much smaller than the static contribution, yet it
may cause a discrepancy between the measured values and the model solutions. Up to the recent Juno grav-
ity measurement this did not pose a difficulty on the internal structure models, since the uncertainty of the
measured low-degree moments was much greater than the dynamical contribution to the gravity moments.
However, as the Juno gravity measurements improved the accuracy by 2 orders of magnitude [Bolton et al.,
2017; Folkner et al., 2017], compared to previous estimates based on Voyager and Cassini data [Campbell and

Synnott, 1985; Jacobson, 2003], the dynamical contribution to the low-degree moments is now larger than the
uncertainty. In addition, none of the currently published internal structure models [see Miguel et al., 2016, and
references therein] can match all four Juno-measured gravity moments, and since the discrepancies between
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the internal structure model values and the measurements are of the same order of the dynamical contri-
bution, differential rotation might be invoked to explain these discrepancies. The purpose of this paper is to
explore the possible role of dynamics on the low-degree gravity moments.

Better constraining the internal structure models has important consequences, as it allows for better deter-
mination of Jupiter’s core mass and total mass of heavy elements (all elements that are heavier than helium),
which is crucial to understand the formation of the planet [e.g., Guillot, 1999; Hubbard et al., 2002; Helled et al.,
2014; Militzer et al., 2016]. Both quantities have large uncertainties, with values ranging from 0 to 10 Earth
masses (M⊕) for the core mass, and 10 to about 40 M⊕ for the total mass of heavy elements within the planet
[e.g., Saumon and Guillot, 2004; Nettelmann et al., 2008; Militzer et al., 2008; Nettelmann et al., 2012; Hubbard and
Militzer, 2016; Miguel et al., 2016]. Juno’s accurate measurement of Jupiter’s gravitational moments, Jn, is fun-
damental to better constrain these quantities. However, this also requires better constraining the dynamical
contribution to the gravity moments, ΔJn [Guillot, 1999; Guillot et al., 2004].

This study aims at providing an upper bound for the influence of differential rotation on the low-degree even
gravitational moments. Therefore, we explore a wide possible range of internal flows. The only knowledge
we have about the flow patterns are the observed flows at the planet’s cloud level [e.g., Porco et al., 2003].
Those show a pattern of multiple east-west jet streams which penetrate to an unknown depth beneath the
condensable cloud level. One of the prime goals of the Juno mission is to try and determine the depth of these
flows, an objective which might be best achieved using the measured odd gravity spectrum [Kaspi, 2013].
Yet there is also a possibility that beneath this layer, there are deep flow structures that might be completely
decoupled from the observed cloud level winds [Galanti and Kaspi, 2017]. If these structures are large scale,
as shown in some internal convection 3-D hydrodynamical models [e.g., Aurnou and Olson, 2001; Christensen,
2002; Heimpel et al., 2005; Kaspi et al., 2009; Gastine and Wicht, 2012], they may have a nonnegligible effect
on the low-degree gravity moments. Therefore, even if the depth of the observed cloud level flow will be
determined by analysis of the high-degree or odd gravity spectrum, it is still possible that deep equatorially
symmetric internal flow structures with significant mass will contribute to the low-degree gravity spectrum.

In section 2 we discuss the methods by which we calculate the dynamical contribution to the gravity field
and how it is implemented. Section 3 shows the dynamical contribution to the low-degree gravity moments
for this wide range of possible velocity profiles, and section 4 analyzes how this compares to the difference
between the recent Juno measured values, their uncertainties, and interior structure models. We conclude in
section 5.

2. Methods

Calculating the dynamical contribution to the gravity moments
(
ΔJn

)
relies on the relationship between

density gradients and the flow field. For a rapidly rotating planet (small Rossby number) the dynamics are
to leading order geostrophic, meaning the dynamically induced pressure gradients are in balance with the
Coriolis force. This also implies that the dynamically induced density perturbations are balanced by the flow
and can be related through thermal wind balance, namely

2𝛀 ⋅ ∇(�̃�u) = ∇𝜌′ × g, (1)

where 𝛀 is the rotation rate of the planet, 1.76×10−4 s−1, �̃� is the static radial density distribution, u is the 3-D
velocity field, 𝜌′ is the density deviation due to dynamics and g is the radial gravity field obtained by integrat-
ing �̃� [Pedlosky, 1987; Kaspi et al., 2009]. Here density variations related to the oblate shape of the planet have
been ignored. It has been suggested that oblateness effects, such as the effect of oblateness on the back-
ground density state �̃�(r, 𝜃) [Cao and Stevenson, 2017a] and the deviations from the mean radial gravity g′(r, 𝜃)
induced by the flow itself [Zhang et al., 2015], might be important for the gravity moments. However, solving
self-consistently for the full oblate system, Galanti et al. [2017] have shown that these oblateness effects
give only a small contribution to the gravity moments, meaning that equation (1) captures well the leading
order balance.

The rapid rotation of the planet implies that angular momentum conservation constrains the leading order
zonal flow to be aligned parallel to the axis of rotation [Kaspi et al., 2009; Schneider and Liu, 2009]. If the fluid
would have been completely barotropic, this would result in the zonal flow being constant along the direction
of the spin axis [e.g., Busse, 1976; Hubbard, 1999]. However, the alignment with the axis of rotation does not
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Figure 1. Examples of the explored latitudinal profiles of the flow
(ms−1), ranging from smoothed profiles representing possible
internal flows (black) to the observed surface winds (blue). Shown in
black are the polynomial fits up to degree 2 (solid), 6 (dashed),
10 (dash-dotted), and 30 (dotted). All profiles have been extended
along the direction of the spin axis over a range of decay depths
ranging from shallow flows with an exponential decay of H = 100 km
(∼15 bars), to fully barotropic flows constant along the direction of
the spin axis. The nonzero values at the poles determined by the
polynomial fits have very little effect on the results since the polar
regions contain only a small fraction of the planetary mass.

exclude baroclinic flows, where the flow
velocity decays along the direction of the
spin axis, as has been suggested due to
magnetic Ohmic dissipation [Liu et al., 2008;
Cao and Stevenson, 2017b], or due to the
high density in the interior [Kaspi et al.,
2009]. Therefore, to account for the widest
possible range of vertical flow structures,
we consider flow fields with a varying expo-
nential decay parameter (H). When H is
comparable to the radius of the planet, the
flow is very deep (nearly constant along the
direction of the spin axis), while when H is
smaller it sets the e-folding decay depth of
the flow.

Given such an assumed flow profile, and
using the background mean density (�̃�)
from Wahl et al. [2017], integrating the
azimuthal component of equation (1) gives

𝜌′ (r, 𝜃) = 2Ωr
g

𝜃

∫
𝜕

𝜕z

(
�̃�u

(
r, 𝜃′

))
d𝜃′+𝜌′0(r),

(2)

where u (r, 𝜃) is the zonal (east-west) com-
ponent of the flow, which depends on
radius (r) and latitude (𝜃), z denotes the

direction of the axis of rotation, and 𝜌′0 is an unknown function of radius coming from the integration.
Although the density 𝜌′ cannot be determined uniquely due to the unknown 𝜌′0, the gravity moments due to
dynamics

ΔJn = − 2𝜋
Man

1

∫
−1

d𝜇

a

∫
0

rn+2Pn(𝜇)𝜌′ (r, 𝜇)dr, (3)

can be determined uniquely since
1

∫
−1

d𝜇

a

∫
0

rn+2Pn(𝜇)𝜌′0(r)dr = 0. (4)

Here M is the planetary mass, a is the mean radius, Pn is the n-th degree Legendre polynomial, and 𝜇 = cos 𝜃.
Therefore, given an assumed flow profile, the resulting dynamical gravity moments can be determined.

Previous studies have used equation (2) given a prescribed zonal wind field obtained from the observed sur-
face winds with an e-folding depth H [e.g., Kaspi et al., 2010; Kaspi, 2013; Kong et al., 2013]. However, as it is
possible that in addition to the observed surface flows there exist deep structures differentially rotating with
significant masses due to the high density at depth, we also allow for a wide range of latitudinal profiles that
are different than the observed cloud level wind profile (Figure 1, blue). Since the interior profile is unknown,
we simply used smoothed profiles of the upper level flows, obtained by matching the observed cloud level
profile to a series of polynomial fits ranging from degrees 2 to 30 (Figure 1, black). Obviously, this set of latitu-
dinal structures is only a subset of the possible flow fields in the interior, yet we find that it contains a wide set
of solutions and adding more possible latitudinal profiles does not change the overall picture. Since we are
only considering the low-degree even moments, only the north-south symmetric part of the flow contributes
to the solution. Note that since we are only interested in the low-degree harmonics, rapid latitudinal varia-
tions in the velocity profile (as seen in the observed cloud-level wind), have a very small effect on the results.
This can be seen in Figure 2 showing the ratio between the dynamical gravity moments and the static values
for J2, J4, J6, and J8, as a function of the polynomial degree and exponential decay depth of the flow. It shows
that the ratio for these low-degree moments asymptotes to nearly constant values as the polynomial degree
becomes high.
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Figure 2. Logarithm of the ratio between the dynamical gravity moments and the static values
(
ΔJn∕Jn

)
for (a) J2, (b) J4,

(c) J6, and (d) J8, as a function of the polynomial degree fit to the observed cloud level wind and the e-folding decay
depth of the flow (H, in km).

3. The Dynamical Contribution to the Even Gravity Moments

Using smoothed profiles of the differential rotation potential derived from the Voyager measured wind pro-
file, Hubbard [1982] calculated the ratio of the dynamical induced gravity harmonics to the Jn measured by
Voyager, considering barotropic flows along cylinders. Thus, those solutions are specific solutions to the more
general cases shown here and correspond to the lower right corner of each of the panels in Figure 2. He found
that ΔJn∕Jn for even moments 2–8 are roughly 0.001, 0.006, 0.02, and 0.01, respectively, and those values
match well the corresponding values in Figure 2. For J2 and J4, as expected, the largest values in Figure 2 are
found for the low polynomial degrees 2 and 4, where the flow field projects most strongly on the low-degree
moments. For J6 and J8, where the structure becomes more complex, there is also strong contribution from
higher polynomials (Figures 2c and 2d)

The corresponding values in the phase planes of J2∕J4, J4∕J6, and J6∕J8 are shown in Figure 3. It is found that
when H is small (very little mass is involved in the flow) all solutions cluster around zero, and only when H
becomes large enough (H > 1000 km) then ΔJn values become distinguishable in Figure 3. The sign of ΔJ2,
ΔJ4, and ΔJ6 are mostly positive, negative, and positive, respectively, reflecting the projection of the den-
sity anomaly resulting from the shape shown in Figure 1 on Pn and taking into account the minus sign in
equation (3). As H becomes larger, more mass is involved in the flow and the scatter of ΔJn due to the dif-
ferent wind profiles becomes bigger. We also see that the lowest-order polynomial projections (circles and
diamonds in Figure 3) tend to yield the largest contributions, especially on ΔJ2, and ΔJ4. As discussed earlier,
this only represents a small subset of the possible flow fields, but other flow patterns give results within the
same range [e.g., Dowling, 1995; Kong et al., 2016], and therefore, the spread in Figure 3 gives a good sense for
the range of possible ΔJn.

The significance of the range of possible ΔJn values shown in Figure 3 can be evaluated when compared
to the uncertainty of the measured full Jn, which include both the bigger static effect (due to the planetary
shape and interior density distribution) and the smaller dynamical effect. Initial Juno results from the first two
perijoves show that the measured gravity values are J2 = 14, 696.51±0.27×10−6, J4 = −586.62±0.36×10−6,
J6 = 34.24 ± 0.24 × 10−6, and J8 = −2.50 ± 0.31 × 10−6 [Folkner et al., 2017]. Thus, given the range of values
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Figure 3. (a–c) Scatter plots of the gravity moments (×106) for
different differential rotation scenarios. Colors represent the
exponential decay depth (in km, see legend). Zonal flows range from
very smoothed latitudinal structures to flows more similar to the
observed surface zonal winds (Figure 1). The lowest-order polynomial
fits to the latitudinal wind profile (2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th order) are
marked as circles, diamonds, downward pointing triangles, and upward
pointing triangles, respectively. Higher-order polynomial fits are
marked with squares. The magnitude of the current Juno-measured
uncertainty is marked by the black crosses in the upper right corner of
each panel.

in Figure 3, the possible range of values
of ΔJn for all four moments are much
larger than the uncertainty in Jn (crosses
in Figure 3), by a factor 120 for J2, 14
for J4, 11 for J6, and 3 for J8, meaning
that the low-degree ΔJn can have a sig-
nificant effect on the measurement. Of
course, these values are the largest ones
obtained for zonal winds with very large
H, extending very deep to the interior of
the planet, a situation that is likely unre-
alistic (although deep large-scale flow
structures that are decoupled from the
upper level flow may exist). But even for
smaller H values, the values in most cases
shown are larger than the Juno uncer-
tainty, meaning that the possible range of
ΔJn must be considered as uncertainties
for interior models. This had been shown
to be the case already with the Voyager
measurements, where the effect could be
approximated by slightly increasing the J4

error bar [Guillot, 1999]. The error on J2

from differential rotation is in fact larger;
however, it can be easily corrected for by
a slight change in core mass and heavy
elements abundance [Guillot, 1999]. Now
that the measurement uncertainty is so
small, as shown in Figure 4, the contri-
bution of differential rotation must be
taken into account to interpret Juno data
in terms of constraints for the interior
models.

4. Implications for Interior
Structure Models

Constraints on Jupiter’s gravity field to
date have been relatively uncertain and
variable, as shown in Figure 4a. As a result,
models of Jupiter’s interior have so far
effectively been constrained by the mea-
surements of the planet’s mass, rotation
period, radius, and only two gravitational
moments, J2 and J4. The situation has
changed with the recent measurements
from the Juno spacecraft, resolving the
ambiguous J4 and J6 values, and both
J6 and J8 can potentially be used now
to constrain new interior models [Wahl
et al., 2017]. Figure 4a also shows a series
of pre-Juno interior model solutions from
Miguel et al. [2016] fitting the planet’s

radius and J2, but more loosely J4 and J6. These models assume that the interior is split in three distinct,
homogeneous layers: a dense core, a helium-rich metallic envelope, and a helium-poor molecular envelope.
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Figure 4. (a) Historical (pre-Juno) observed values of J4 and J6 by
Campbell and Synnott [1985] (purple), by Jacobson [2003] (black), and
Jacobson [2009] (maroon) compared to Juno’s measurement from the
first two orbits (red). Interior model solutions are shown for the models
of Nettelmann et al. [2012] (green), Hubbard and Militzer [2016] (orange),
Miguel et al. [2016] (blue), and Wahl et al. [2017] (gray), and overlying
centered around the Juno-measured values are the range of solutions
possible due to dynamics

(
Jn − ΔJn

)
(transparent yellow). (b) A blowup

of the central region of Figure 4a. Contours show different H values
with H = 1000 km (solid), H = 3000 km (dash-dotted), and
H = 10, 000 km (dashed).

Solutions with a relatively low-density
equation of state (EOS) [Saumon et al.,
1995; Becker et al., 2014] require more
heavy elements in the planetary inte-
rior and thus allow for a larger range of
solutions. Solutions with a higher-density
EOS [Militzer and Hubbard, 2013] allow for
comparatively fewer solutions. With the
former EOSs, when accounting for uncer-
tainties in the calculation of gravitational
moments, the range of solutions from
both Nettelmann et al. [2012] and Miguel
et al. [2016] can be considered as com-
patible with the Juno gravitational mo-
ments. With the latter EOS, the value of J4

remains significantly lower than the Juno
measurement with a three-layer model
[see Hubbard and Militzer, 2016; Miguel
et al., 2016]. However, using the more
elaborate concentric Maclaurin spheroid
method [Hubbard, 2012, 2013], with the
same EOS allows getting solutions which
are compatible with the Juno measure-
ments even if the effect of differential
rotation is small [Wahl et al., 2017].

Thus, at face value, the very small uncer-
tainty of the Juno measurements would
imply either very tight constraints on
the core mass and total mass of heavy
elements for the first series of EOSs or a
requirement of more complex structure
models with more layers and/or nonadi-
abatic layers [e.g., Leconte and Chabrier,
2012; Vazan et al., 2016; Helled and
Stevenson, 2017]. However, the contribu-
tion of differential rotation may not be
negligible, implying that a wide range
of internal structure models must be
considered. Since the measured values
of Jn are composed of the sum of the
static and dynamic values, this can be

estimated simply by accounting for the dynamical values found in Figure 3 and reporting them in Figure 4
(yellow transparent shading). This range, showing that the values are big enough to account for the differ-
ence between the measurements and the interior structure models, has been obtained by subtracting the
maximal values of the range shown in Figure 3b from the measured Juno values of J4 and J6. The values are
subtracted since we are interested in the values that can cover the difference between the measurements
and the interior models. However, in the flow profiles considered in Figure 3, we took only the polynomial fits
to the observed cloud level winds, which are all characterized by an eastward flow around the equator due
to the observed cloud level superrotation. Considering though that the flow patters we use come also to rep-
resent possible large-scale flows beneath the cloud level flow, which a priori can be completely decoupled
from the cloud level winds [Galanti and Kaspi, 2017], we also include the same flow patterns with opposite
values (i.e., large-scale westward flow near the equator). In these cases the H values still represent the expo-
nential decay depth but for a flow structure that begins underneath the superficial cloud level flow. Since we
are only interested in the flow that is the most influential on the gravity field, we do not go into the details of
having the superficial cloud level flows above the deeper (more massive) flow structures, and simply take the
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same flow patterns (as shown in Figure 1) with a negative sign. This gives a very broad range of possible flow
patterns, which we consider to be a big enough representation of the all-possible flow patterns. This results
in the dynamical contribution that is to the left of the measured J4∕J6 point in Figure 4, while the positive
equatorial flow values are the part of the yellow shading that is to the right of the measured J4∕J6 point.
Note that the solutions taking into account the positive and negative winds do not converge exactly at the
measured Juno J4∕J6 point, as would be implied from Figure 3, because we allow for some margin around
the Juno J4∕J6 point, coming from different possible wind profiles.

Overall, the dynamical range of ΔJ4 is about 8 × 10−6 and that of ΔJ6 about 4 × 10−6, which is much larger
than the uncertainty in the measurement of 0.36 × 10−6 and 0.24 × 10−6 for the two moments, respectively.
Figure 4a shows that the dynamical range allows a significant fraction of the solutions of Nettelmann et al.
[2012] to be compatible with the Juno constraints, and when accounting for uncertainties in the calculation
of gravitational moments (about 2 × 10−6 in J6) in Miguel et al. [2016] (see their Figure 6), a major part of
these solutions are also compatible with the Juno constraints. This implies that without another constraint on
the extent of differential rotation, the improvement on our determination of the core mass and total mass of
heavy elements in Jupiter may be limited. Note however that the Hubbard and Militzer [2016] solution is still
far from the measured J4 values. Solutions with that EOS therefore require interior structure models beyond
the traditional three-layer models as used by Wahl et al. [2017].

The large uncertainty due to the dynamical contribution in Figure 4a corresponds to the most extreme cases
of very large H values and flow patterns that are not varying much with latitude (thus have a large projec-
tion on J4 and J6). Focusing on more realistic values of H (Figure 4b), reduces the uncertainty considerably.
The H = 1000 km contour is within the measurement uncertainty and the H = 3000 km is just larger than
it. Note, however, that the Galileo probe-measured wind speeds that are twice the value of the surface winds
extending down to 22 bar [Atkinson et al., 1996]. Although unlikely, if such wind speeds extend to the depths
considered in this study, then we find that the range of dynamical ΔJn grows nearly linearly with the wind
velocity, implyingΔJ4 andΔJ6 of about 2×10−6 and 1×10−6, respectively, for the H = 3000 km case. It is obvi-
ous from these solutions that the effect of H is much more important than the effect of the specific latitudinal
structure of the flow (Figure 1). Furthermore, most of the interior model solutions have J4 values below the
Juno measurement, which would require a deep interior flow that is in the opposite direction relative to the
observed upper level zonal wind, i.e., a subrotating low-latitude flow beneath the superficial superrotating
flow. Based on the values of J4 in their calculation Militzer et al. [2008] reached a similar conclusion.

5. Conclusions

Jupiter’s measured gravity moments have a contribution from both the static (internal structure and planetary
shape) and dynamic (flow relative to the solid-body rotating planet) components. The dynamical contribu-
tion for the low-degree even gravity moments J2, J4, J6, and J8 is generally at least 1–3 orders of magnitude
smaller than the static contribution (Figure 2). Yet the precision of the recent Juno measurements is such that
the uncertainty on the measurements is even smaller than the dynamical gravity moments. Thus, it is cru-
cial to estimate the dynamic contribution to the even Jn; otherwise, most internal structure models have to
be ruled out as they do not fit within the very small uncertainty of the Juno measurements. The dynamical
contribution therefore gives now the effective uncertainty on the low-degree even Jn for internal structure
models using different EOSs and calculating the core mass, heavy element distribution, and density structure
[e.g., Nettelmann et al., 2012; Miguel et al., 2016; Lozovsky et al., 2017; Wahl et al., 2017]. This study allows differ-
entiating between these internal structure models in terms of their consistency with the Juno measurements
and provides information on the structure and magnitude of the differential rotation needed to match the
different internal structure models.

To further narrow down the range of internal structure models, more information about the differential rota-
tion will be needed. This information can come from further Juno measurements of the odd (J3, J5, J7, etc.) and
high-degree even (J10, J12, and J14) gravity moments. The odd gravity moments, which have no contribution
from the static component and are therefore a pure sign of dynamics [Kaspi, 2013], can give information par-
ticularly about the depth of the atmospheric flows, where we know already from observations of the cloud
level flow that there exists a north-south asymmetry (meaning nonzero odd gravity moments). Constraining
in such a way the depth of the dynamical atmosphere will give also the values for J2, J4, J6, and J8 coming
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from the upper level flows. Nonetheless, this cannot completely constrain the lower-degree even ΔJn since
it is possible that there is an even ΔJn contribution coming from internal flows that are decoupled from the
upper level flows and without any north-south asymmetry. Further information about the overall flow and
differential rotation within the planet can come also from the high-degree even gravity moments, particu-
larly moments beyond J10, where the dynamic contribution is greater than the static one [Hubbard, 1999;
Kaspi et al., 2010], that will likely be better resolved with more Juno orbits [Folkner et al., 2017].

In summary, now, following the Juno measurements, when the uncertainties on the low-order zonal moments
have become so small, the differential rotation question and the internal structure questions became entan-
gled together. As the Juno mission progresses it is likely that further constraints on the differential rotation
will enable narrowing the range of internal structures even more and provide information about the core
mass, heavy element concentration, and density distribution. If the dynamics turn out to be only shallow, this
will narrow down significantly the range of possible internal structure models, and those will need to be very
specific in order to match observations. If the dynamics are deep, a wider range of models will be possible,
making it harder to quantify exactly the properties of Jupiter’s interior.
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